
Proj 001 SL Conference Day  

A+  The performance at the session exceeds rubric expectations 

   

A 

  The participant is fully prepared for the session.  

 The presentation, activity and feedback session are well delivered.  Good clarity of speech, 
eye contact and body language.  Delivered without reading notes. 

 English is used effectively throughout the session. 

 The participant contributes actively to all stages and displays a commitment to teamwork. 

 The presentation clearly addresses the research question and the activity is clearly 
connected to the research question. 

 

A-   Some, but not all, Elements of A & some of B 

   

B 

  The participant is fairly well-prepared for the session.  

 The presentation, activity and feedback session are mostly well-delivered.  Good clarity of 
speech, eye contact and body language.  Delivered with some reading of notes. 

 English is used mostly effectively throughout the session, though some errors are evident. 

 The participant contributes actively to most stages and displays a commitment to 
teamwork.  

 The presentation mostly addresses the research question and the activity is connected to 
the research question, though not as fully as an A band. 

 The participant presents but does not attend other sessions as an audience member. 

   

B-   Some, but not all, Elements of B & some of C 

   

C 

  The participant is adequately prepared for the session.  

 The presentation, activity and feedback session are adequately delivered.  Clarity of speech, 
eye contact and body language may detract from the presentation at times.  Delivered with 
reliance on notes. 

 English is used adequately throughout the session, though some errors are evident and may 
affect comprehension. 

 The participant contributes actively to some stages, though not consistently to all stages 
and a lack of teamwork is evident at times. 

 The presentation adequately addresses the research question and the activity is partially 
connected to the research question, though some aspects are incomplete. 

 MR or Sports Exemption, but no further effort to take part. 

   

C-   Some, but not all, Elements of C & some of D 

   

D 

  The participant is unprepared for the session.  

 The presentation, activity and feedback session are poorly delivered.  Clarity of speech, eye 
contact and body language detract from the presentation.  Delivered/read from notes. 

 English is used adequately in parts of the session, though errors affect comprehension and 
may prevent meaning coming through. 

 The participant contributes minimally to the different stages and teamwork is not evident. 

 The presentation does not address the research question and the activity is not connected 
to the research question. 

   

E  The participant attends but with minimal contribution or is disruptive. 

   

F  The participant did not attend the SL Proj001 conference. 

 


